NO.6
COUSIN FIELDS, BROMLEY CROSS,
BOLTON, BL7 9YQ

WELCOME HOME TO YOUR HAVEN
This most lovely three bedroom bungalow is filled to the brim with love and TLC,
perfectly presented, and sure to impress. From the moment you step inside you are
greeted with crisp white woodwork and calming neutral décor... you instantly sense this
home has been cherished. If you are looking for your next home to be filled with
natural light and a sunny private garden, well then this is the one for you!
Private and secluded in a wonderful corner position within a charming cul de sac, turn
into the driveway and park up for the night, or maybe you prefer to use the secure
garage with access straight into the hallway? Pass the neat lawned area and head to the
ornate front door, turn your key and feel welcomed home...

STEP INSIDE...
Step into the hallway, dressed to impress with wooden flooring flowing straight through
to the kitchen diner linking this space beautifully. Deactivate the alarm knowing your
house is safe and secure, hang your coat in the handy cloak cupboard with plenty of
space for shoes too - it's time to explore. The flow of light through this bungalow is
wonderful, it simply lifts your spirits and adds to the warm feel of the house. Open up
the double doors and head into the pristine kitchen. Cream gloss cabinets are topped
with smooth cream Corian, creating a sleek seamless yet practical finish and concealing
your double oven, extractor hood, ceramic hob... all the equipment you need to cook up
a storm with! Plus an integrated dishwasher is on hand to ensure the clear up is a breezekeeping your kitchen sparkling! The back door leads straight out to the side garden to
catch the first sunshine of the day... it couldn't be handier for your morning coffee!
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Back through to the open hallway, passing the door to the integral garage as you go- it's plumbed for your washer and dryer and you even have a dog shower fitted to
clean off your muddy pooch and wellies after a stroll around The Jumbles. The access to the loft is also in the hall, a pull-down ladder gives you easy access to amazing
boarded storage... a must for all you downsizers!
Time to relax in the lounge, oh so chic, this sophisticated room is brimming with natural light thanks to the huge windows and patio doors bringing the outside in. If
you love a spot of bird watching this is the place, safe with the lush green backdrop, you are sure to get lots of feathered visitors to your garden. This room is a real
entertaining space, it has ample room for lots of comfy plush furniture for you and your guests to lounge on as you catch up with a glass of wine. If you have any little
visitors over they can have a watchful eye cast over them through the double doors into the garden as they play, so very connected with lots of fresh air flowing
through too!

YOUR SLEEPING QUARTERS
The layout of this bungalow has been well thought out to ensure the perfect night's rest will be had... living is on one side and sleeping on the other. Take the door into
the inner hallway and discover three wonderful double bedrooms. All beautifully light and all with garden views, there is no sound pollution in this quiet location so
you can drift off to sleep with nothing but sweet thoughts! Perhaps you are working from home now? We can't think of a nicer setting for a home office than one of
these rooms!
The bright and white bathroom is clean and fresh with a crisp white suite, cream tiles, and built-in storage. It's the perfect place for a pamper... you just need to pick
between a long soak in the tub or a refreshing shower after that long dog walk!
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STEPPING OUT...
If you love gardening then you will love this garden... even if you don't have green-fingers just get the local gardener to cut the grass and sit back
and enjoy it! It's so private and mature with interesting twists and turns around every corner, you can be guaranteed to catch the sun at all times
of the day. There are spaces to relax, unwind, and soak up the sunshine as you follow it's path and contemplation corners to sit and simply lap
up the view. Various seating areas are dotted around to make the most of the whole garden and if the weather isn't on your side then head for
the summer house... the perfect spot to relax at the end of the day with a book and a brew. Security lighting is on light sensors all around to
bungalow to light your way into the evenings, so no matter if the family have an extended afternoon visit, entertaining is a breeze in this home
any time of the day, all year around!

PEACE OF MIND
Over recent years this home has been totally renovated and updated, including a full re-wire and re-plastering from top to toe- it's in superb
decorative condition, all there is for you to do is move in, unpack and relax... oh and the fun bit of picking out any new bits of furniture!

IN A NUTSHELL
The current owner clearly has loved their time in this happy home- "I love being so close to The Jumbles, just grab your wellies and within
minutes you're in the countryside. It is such a peaceful setting too, the garden is totally private so it's the perfect hideaway! The layout has
worked really well with the way the sleeping and living rooms are on separate sides of the home, numerous access points into the garden really
do bring the outside in too."

ON YOUR DOORSTEP
Cousin Fields is a small and quiet cul de sac situated just off Grange Park, one of the most sought after developments in Bromley Cross, which
just so happens to be one of the most sought after areas in Bolton! A mix of houses and bungalows built during the 70’s through to the 80’s
make up this mature and highly regarded development, which is on the fringe of The Jumbles Country Park. Exceptionally well placed for
schooling at all levels including Turton High and Canon Slade, which are both within easy walking distance and of course, this home is within
walking distance of Bromley Cross Train station too... No.6 has been blessed with the best!
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THE FINER DETAILS
EPC Rating- D

469 Darwen Road, Bromley Cross, Bolton, BL7 9DZ
Tel: 01204 597220
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Every care has been taken with the preparation of these Sales Particulars but they are for general guidance only and complete accuracy cannot be guaranteed. If there is any point, which is of particular
importance professional verification should be sought. These Sales Particulars do not constitute a contract or part of a contract. Photographs are reproduced for general information and it cannot be
inferred that any item shown is included in the sale.

